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Growing
pains pains
Growing
What tensions arose as the USA
grew, 1789–1838?
The Enquiry
In this Enquiry you will learn how the United
States grew rapidly after 1789.
You will learn about the following:

1

For over 150 years, most people in England’s American
colonies stayed in the East. They lived between the Atlantic
Ocean and the Appalachian Mountains (see map). Only a few
bold settlers crossed those mountains. There were two reasons
for this:
All text
has been
simplified
and reduced,
to focus on
the key points
that students
need to
understand

1 The Appalachian Mountains were very hard to cross. The
picture shows their high peaks and dense forests.
2 The British feared that settlers might start costly wars
against Indians who lived west of the mountains.
By 1789, the colonists had ended British rule. Their new
government wanted more land. It encouraged people to move
west. Settlers crossed the Appalachians, claimed land and
formed new states.

Two views of America’s
expansion

▲ Forests and high peaks in the
Appalachian Mountains of North
America

Reflect
What made it hard for
settlers to move west
before the 1780s?

2

Carefullycontrolled
vocabulary
is used
throughout.
The reading
level has been
measured and
verified by
MetaMetrics®
using the
Lexile®
Framework
for Reading
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●
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Some historians praise settlers as brave
pioneers. They say they risked their lives
to tame new lands and create wealth.
Others focus more on the suffering of the
Indians and the black Americans.
All historians agree that this expansion
was not easy. It was a story full of
tensions.
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The area of the Thirteen
British colonies

▲ North America
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You will copy the table one row at a time as
you work through the Enquiry. We will give
you hints and help about what to write in the
second column as you go along.

Where and how expansion was happening How this added to tension in the USA
1 A few bold settlers found ways to cross the
Appalachian Mountains in the 1770s.

In the next 50 years the USA grew very
quickly.
●

1 Expansion: how America began to grow
between 1789 and 1838.
2 Exploitation: how slavery did so much to
build America’s wealth, 1793–1838.
3 Expulsion: how Native Americans were
moved to new lands, 1830–1838.

By 1838 the USA covered nearly half of North
America. But these changes caused tensions or
‘growing pains’. You will be creating your own
‘Tensions Table’ based on the one below. At the
end, you will use your table to plan part of a
new touch-screen history app.

2 The first settlers moved into the Northwest
and Southwest Territories, 1789–1820.
3 Settlers spread deep into the new
territories, setting up small farms.
4 The USA bought a vast area of new land from
the French in 1803.
5 Slavery was spreading across the new
territories in the South, 1789–1820.
6 The ‘Louisiana Purchase’ meant slavery could
spread west of the River Mississippi after 1803.
7 Slavery spread rapidly across the ‘Cotton
Kingdom’, 1793–1820.
8 White Americans tried different ways of
dealing with the Native American tribes of the
south-east, 1789–1830.
9 Thousands of Native Americans were moved
to the Indian Territory after it was set up in
1830.

There were tensions because their British
rulers tried to stop settlers from doing this.
They feared it would cause wars with Native
Americans who lived there.

Record
We have completed the first row as an
example of what you must do.
Start your Tensions Table table by
copying the column headings and row
1 now.

3

The first
double-page
spread of each
chapter sets
up the enquiry
question,
with a clear
explanation
of the endof-enquiry
‘Review’ task
that students
will work
towards

Key features in the Foundation Edition books:
What tensions arose as the USA grew, 1789–1838?

1.1

‘Record’ tasks ask
students to record ideas
and information that
will help them complete
the end-of-enquiry task

Expansion: Moving into new lands,
1789–1838

The Indians of the East
Before 1783, the British controlled 230 million acres of Indian
lands. These lay in the eastern half of the USA, between the
Appalachians and the River Mississippi (shown in yellow
on the map on page 10). The British had promised to let the
Native Americans live there in peace.
This changed in 1783. Britain lost its war with the colonists
and gave its Indian lands to the USA. The US government used
two names for its new lands:

Record
Start row 2 on your Tensions Table. It should look like this:
2 Many settlers began to move into the
Northwest and Southwest Territories
(1789–1820).
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The government urged settlers to set up farms in these lands.
This angered the Native Americans. They said Britain had
no right to give their lands to the USA. Very soon, bloody
conflicts broke out between settlers and Indians.
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‘Reflect’ tasks
encourage students to
think about the text,
diagrams and pictures

By 1837, the Indian lands had been turned
into new states of the USA. (See the red text
in the yellow areas on the map on page 10.)
Many Indians who had once lived there
moved further west. They entered land
where other Indian tribes already lived.
This created conflict between the groups
of Indians.
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▼ Native Americans being forced to accept the Treaty of Greenville.
Painted in 1795

Look at the map and its key. Find the following:
The original thirteen states of the USA.
A new state added to the USA in the 1790s.
A new state added in the 1810s.
A new state added in the 1820s.
A new state added in the 1830s.
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Record
Complete the right-hand
column of row 2 in your
Tensions Table. Be sure to
explain the following:
1 Why tensions grew
between the Indians
of the East and white
Americans after 1783
2 Why the Indians
resented the Treaty of
Greenville
3 Why conflicts grew
between different
Indian tribes.

400miles

Reflect
1
2
3
4
5

1 The River Mississippi
2 The Northwest
Territory
3 The Southwest
Territory
4 The River Ohio

President George Washington was worried
about the Indians of the north-west. He
feared that they might help Britain try to
win back its thirteen colonies.
Washington spent huge sums of money
on a war against the Indians. In 1794, the US
army defeated them at the Battle of Fallen
Timbers in Ohio. A year later, the Indian
leaders were forced to accept the Treaty of
Greenville. They gave up vast areas of land.

Gulf of Mexico
0

Look at the map on
page 10. Find the
following:

Dispossession of the Indians

Land granted by USA to Indian tribes moved
from the East after 1830
Outward journey of Lewis and Clark, 1804–05

Reflect

Defeat of the Indians
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Texas
became
state in
1845

Limit of British-ruled colonies, 1776
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The ‘Northwest Territory’ – north of the River Ohio
The ‘Southwest Territory’ – south of the River Ohio

●

The map below shows how the United States expanded
between 1789 and 1838. This growth created tensions in the
young nation.

Each book
follows
the same
structure and
page numbers
as the
mainstream
textbooks so
that students
of all abilities
can explore
the same
enquiries
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Key features in the Foundation Edition books:
CLOSER LOOK 1

‘Closer looks’
at the end of
each enquiry
give students
a chance
to look in
more depth
at some
aspect of that
enquiry

KEY IDEA 1

Slavery: Hands, fingers and blood

Causes – why slavery grew, 1789–1838

In 2014, the American historian Edward
E. Baptist published his book The Half
Has Never Been Told. It tells the stories of
enslaved people. He organised each chapter
around a different part of the human body.
A chapter called ‘Blood’ explains how slave
families were often split up. This meant that

Charles Ball’s life was shaped by events he could not control.
When he was born around 1780, slavery had more or less died
out in the North. Many thought the same would happen in the
South. Instead, it spread more quickly than ever before. It also
became crueller than it had been. Charles was caught up in
that change.
Cotton plantations and slavery spread rapidly between 1789
and 1838. Here are some factors that made this happen:

blood relations never saw each other again.
Another shows how enslaved people became
‘hands’ that worked for their master.
This ‘Closer look’ introduces you to one
of the slaves in Baptist’s book. The chapter’s
title is ‘Fingers’. You will learn why below.

Fingers: A new type of slavery

Work, resistance and punishment

Charles Ball grew up on a plantation in
Maryland. At that time he worked under the
‘task system’. This set each slave a number of
tasks to do each day. When these tasks were
done, the slaves had time to themselves.
This all changed by 1805 when Ball was
sold to work in Georgia in the Deep South.

Slaves did find ways to resist. Some dared
to work slowly or broke tools. Others
hid rocks in the cotton to add weight. In
1828, a black preacher, Nat Turner, even
raised a rebel army. They killed 60 white
Americans. Turner was captured and he
and others were brutally executed.

The ‘Pushing System’

●

●
●

●

The fastest pickers worked at the head of
a line of slaves.
This worker set the pace for the rest.
The overseer pushed the first pickers to
work really hard.
The others had to keep up.

Ball and other cotton slaves worked from
before dawn until after sundown. Slaves
made their fingers work faster and faster.
On his first day, Ball picked seventeen
kilograms of cotton. This set his minimum.
If he ever picked less than this he was
brutally punished. The photograph shows
what whipping could do.
Between 1805 and 1860, the amount of
cotton picked in the Deep South increased
sixfold. The only ‘machines’ that did this
were the fingers of the enslaved pickers.
6
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▲ A Louisiana cotton plantation slave who had been whipped by his
owner, Captain John Lyon. Photographed c.1860

Investment:

War:

Banks in the North and in Europe helped
slavery to spread. They invested in (put
money into) new cotton plantations to get
them started. In return they took a share of
the profits.

When the USA defeated Britain in the war
of 1776–83, it won the right to take new
land west of the Appalachians. Without
new land, slavery could not spread.

Demand:

Government:

‘Demand’ means
that customers
want to buy
something. By
the 1820s, there
was great demand
for cotton. Mill
owners in Britain
and the North
wanted as much
cotton as they
could get from
the South. They
wove it into cloth
and sold it for a
profit.

In 1788, the US
government
officially allowed
slavery to spread
in the new lands
in the South.

This part of the
Louisiana Purchase
to be free of slavery
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Eli Whitney’s cotton gin put pressure on
slaves. It could clean raw cotton quicker
than they could pick it. Plantation owners
found a way to make the slaves keep up
with the gin. This was the ‘pushing system’.

‘Key idea’
summaries
at the end of
each enquiry
consider one of
the big ideas (e.g.
causation, change
or significance)
within the context
of that enquiry
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Limit of British ruled
colonies, 1776
Area where slavery
was allowed, 1839

In 1803, the US
government
bought the
French colony
of Louisiana. It
allowed slavery
to spread in the
southern part of
this huge area.

Communications:

Technology:

By the 1820s, powerful steamboats and
early railroads appeared in the South.
These:
• cut the time and cost of sending raw
cotton to customers
• speeded up the delivery of slaves to
plantations in the Deep South.

From 1793, Eli Whitney’s cotton gin meant:
• more cotton could be cleaned more quickly –
so more land was needed to grow it
• tougher, seed-filled cotton plants could
be grown. These could survive the
extreme heat of the Deep South so
plantations could spread there.
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Help more students access the content for OCR GCSE
History B (SHP) with this new series of Foundation
Editions, designed to work alongside the mainstream
textbooks for effective co-teaching in the same class.

Reading level measured and
verified by MetaMetrics®
using the Lexile® Framework
for Reading

Covering four options on the OCR B course, these books:
■
■
■
■
■

Follow the same structure and page numbers as the mainstream
textbooks so that students of all abilities can explore the same enquiries
Simplify and reduce the text on each page, using carefully-controlled
vocabulary and clear explanations of key terms
Focus on the key points that students need to understand and include new
content summaries at the end of each enquiry to reinforce learning
Offer full support for the student tasks, using a wide range of scaffolding to
make the tasks accessible and achievable
Provide specific assessment guidance and develop the historical thinking skills
required for success at GCSE

The Making of America 1789–1900
ISBN: 9781510469594
Publishing: Summer 2019

Each book will also be available in Student and Whiteboard eTextbook formats.

The Making of America is endorsed by OCR. We are working closely with
OCR for endorsement of the other three titles in this series.

Try before you buy
Sign up for Inspection Copies and free, no-obligation
30-day eTextbook trials at:
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/OCR-SHP-Foundation
Receive a bespoke quote
Email your name, school name and school postcode to
history.team@hodder.co.uk to receive a bespoke quote
from your local Hodder Education consultant.

Living under Nazi Rule 1933–1945
ISBN: 9781510469549
Publishing: Autumn 2019
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The Norman Conquest 1065–1087
ISBN: 9781510469655
Publishing: Spring 2020

Cover photo: Prints & Photographs Division, Library of Congress, LC-DIG-ppmsca-40073;
Printed in the UK.

ISBN: 9781510479920

The People’s Health c.1250 to present
ISBN: 9781510469709
Publishing: Summer 2020

